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viewing cosmologists, physicists, philosophers,
and theologians, asking them, among other questions, “Why This Universe?” From their many
answers, and from my own night musings, I
have constructed a taxonomy5 that I present here
as a heuristic to help get our minds around this
ultimate and perennial question.

Why This
Universe?
Toward a Taxonomy

The Problem to be Solved

of Possible Explanations
R O B E R T

L A W R E N C E

K U H N

When I was 12, in the summer between seventh
and eighth grades, a sudden realization struck
such fright that I strove desperately to blot it out,
to eradicate the disruptive idea as if it were a
lethal mind virus. My body shuddered with
dread; an abyss had yawned open. Five decades
later I feel its frigid blast still.
Why not Nothing? 1 What if everything had
always been Nothing? Not just emptiness, not just
blankness, and not just emptiness and blankness
forever, but not even the existence of emptiness,
not even the meaning of blankness, and no forever. Wouldn’t it have been easier, simpler, more logical, to have Nothing rather than something? 2
The question would become my life partner,
and even as I learned the rich philosophical legacy
of Nothing,3 I do not pass a day without its disquieting presence. I am haunted. Here we are,
human beings, conscious and abruptly selfaware, with lives fleetingly short, engulfed by a
vast, seemingly oblivious cosmos of unimaginable enormity.4 While “Why Not Nothing?” may
seem impenetrable, “Why This Universe?”, revivified by remarkable advances in cosmology, may
be accessible. While they are not at all the same
question, perhaps if we can begin to decipher
the latter, we can begin to decrypt the former.
“Why This Universe” assumes there is “Something”
and seeks the root reason of why it works for us.
I am the creator and host of the PBS television series Closer To Truth, and for the past several years I have been bringing together scientists
and scholars to examine the meaning and implications of state-of-the-art science. The next Closer
To Truth series, now in production, focuses on
cosmology and fundamental physics, philosophy
of cosmology, philosophy of religion, and philosophical theology, and thus I have been inter-
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In recent years, the search for scientific explanations of reality has been energized by increasing
recognition that the laws of physics and the constants that are embedded in these laws all seem
exquisitely “fine tuned” to allow, or to enable, the
existence of stars and planets and the emergence
of life and mind. If the laws of physics had much
differed, if the values of their constants had much
changed, or if the initial conditions of the universe had much varied, what we know to exist
would not exist since all things of size and substance would not have formed. Stephen Hawking
presented the problem this way:
Why is the universe so close to the dividing line
between collapsing again and expanding indefinitely?
In order to be as close as we are now, the rate of
expansion early on had to be chosen fantastically
accurately. If the rate of expansion one second after
the big bang had been less by one part in 1010, the
universe would have collapsed after a few million
years. If it had been greater by one part in 1010, the
universe would have been essentially empty after a
few million years. In neither case would it have lasted long enough for life to develop. Thus one either
has to appeal to the anthropic principle or find some
physical explanation of why the universe is the way
it is.6

To Roger Penrose, the “extraordinary degree
of precision (or ‘fine tuning’) that seems to be
required for the Big Bang of the nature that we
appear to observe….in phase-space-volume
terms, is one part in 1010123 at least.” Penrose
sees “two possible routes to addressing this question…We might take the position that the initial
condition was an ‘act of God….or we might seek
some scientific/mathematical theory.” His strong
inclination, he says, “is certainly to try to see how
far we can get with the second possibility.”7
To Steven Weinberg, it is “peculiar” that the
calculated value of the vacuum energy of empty
space (due to quantum fluctuations in known
fields at well-understood energies) is “larger than
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observationally allowed by 1056,” and if this were to be cancelled “by simply including a suitable cosmological constant in the Einstein field equations [General Relativity], the cancellation would have to be exact to 56
decimal places.” Weinberg states “No symmetry argument or adjustment
mechanism could be found that would explain such a cancellation.”8
To Leonard Susskind, “the best efforts of the best physicists, using our
best theories, predict Einstein’s cosmological constant incorrectly by 120
orders of magnitude!” “That’s so bad,” he says, “it’s funny.” He adds that
“for a bunch of numbers, none of them particularly small, to cancel one
another to such precision would be a numerical coincidence so incredibly
absurd that there must be some other answer.”9
The problem to be solved is even broader than this. Sir Martin Rees,
Britain’s Astronomer Royal, presents “just six numbers” that he argues are
necessary for our emergence from the Big Bang. A minuscule change in
any one of these numbers would have made the universe and life, as we
know them, impossible.10 Deeper still, what requires explaination is not
only this apparent fine-tuning but also the more fundamental fact that
there are laws of physics at all, that we find regularity in nature.
What of our astonishingly good fortune? In 1938 Paul Dirac saw coincidences in cosmic and atomic physics;11 in 1961 Robert Dicke noted that the
age of the universe “now” is conditioned by biological factors;12 and in 1973
Brandon Carter used the phrase “Anthropic Principle,” which in his original
formulation simply draws attention to such uncontroversial truths as that the
universe must be such as to admit, at some stage, the appearance of
observers within it.13 Others then took up this oddly evocative idea, calling
what seems to be a tautological statement the “Weak Anthropic Principle,”
as distinguished from what they defined as the “Strong Anthropic Principle,”
which makes the teleological claim that the universe must have those properties that allow or require intelligent life to develop.14 Steven Weinberg
used anthropic reasoning more rigorously to provide an upper limit on the
vacuum energy (cosmological constant) and to give some idea of its expected value. He argued that “it is natural for scientists to find themselves in a
subuniverse in which the vacuum energy takes a value suitable for the
appearance of scientists.”15
Although the (Weak) Anthropic Principle appears perfectly obvious—
some say that a logical tautology cannot be an informative statement about
the universe—inverting its orientation may elicit an explanatory surprise:
What we can expect to observe must be restricted by the conditions necessary for our presence as observers. Such expectations then suggest, perhaps
inevitably, the startling insight that there could be infinite numbers of separate regions or domains or “universes,” each immense in its own right, each
with different laws and values—and because the overwhelming majority of
these regions, domains, or universes would be non-life-permitting, it would
be hardly remarkable that we do not find ourselves in them nor do we
observe them. One could conclude, therefore, that while our universe
seems to be incredibly fine-tuned for the purpose of producing human
beings, and therefore so specially designed for us, it is in fact neither.
Since the 1970s, theists have invoked this fine-tuning argument as
empirical evidence for a creator by asserting that there are only two explanations: God or chance. However to pose such a stark and simplistic choice
is to construct a false and misleading dichotomy. Since the Anthropic
Principle leads to multiple universes, a “multiverse,” other possible explana-
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tions are made manifest. I have documented 27
such explanations—a constellation of what I’ll call
“ultimate reality generators” in a kind of typology
of cosmological conjecture. I’m sure there are
more, or some could be subdivided, but generally
the taxonomy can be structured with four overarching categories: One Universe Models, Multiple
Universe Models, Nonphysical Causes, and
Illusions. My claim is that the set of these four categories is universally exhaustive, meaning that
whatever the true explanation of “Why This
Universe?” it would have to be classified into one
(or more) of these categories (irrespective of
whether we ever discover or discern that true
explanation).16
Yet the set of the 27 possible explanations
which compose the categories is not universally
exhaustive nor is there practical hope of making
it so. Therefore unless we can ever answer the
“Why This Universe?” question with certainty and
finality (a dubious prospect), there will be other
explanations out there that cannot be logically
excluded. Further, while it might seem tidy for
these explanations to be mutually exclusive—

meaning that no two can both be right—such
simplicity cannot be achieved. The explanations,
and their categories, can be combined in any
number of ways—in series, in parallel, and/or
nested.
The 27 possible explanations, or ultimate reality generators that follow, are based on criteria that
are logically permissible, a logic that for some may
seem lenient. I do not, however, confuse speculation with science. Logical possibilities should not
be mistaken for scientific theories or even scientific
possibilities.17 A physicist’s speculations do not
morph, as if by cosmological alchemy or professional courtesy, from metaphysics into established
physics. That said, some of the more intriguing
metaphysical possibilities are being proffered by
physicists.18
I provide scant analysis of the explanations; all
are subject to withering attack from experts, as
well they should be. And to the critique that the
lines of the taxonomy are drawn too sharply, or
that my explanations overlap, I can only
empathize and encourage the critic to offer a
more refined version.

1. One Universe Models
We begin with traditional nontheistic explanations (traditionally, one recalls, there was only one
universe), which also include a radically nontraditional explanation and the philosophical positions
that the question makes no sense and that even if it did make sense it would still be unanswerable.
1.1 Meaningless Question. Big “Why” questions such as “Why This Universe?” are words
without meaning and sounds without sense; this
emptiness of content is epitomized by the ultimate “Why” question—”Why Not Nothing?”19 As
a matter of language, to ask for the ultimate
explanation of existence is to ask a question that
has no meaning. Human semantics and syntax,
and perhaps the human mind itself, are utterly
incapable of attaching intelligibility to this concept. Words transcend boundaries of ordinary
usage so as to lose their grounding.20 The deep
incoherence here is confirmed by the fact that
only two kinds of possible answers are permissible—an infinite regress of causation or something
that is inherently self-existing—neither of which
can be confirmable or even cogent. (Logical positivism verifies propositions as cognitively meaningful only by sensory facts or logical grammar.)
1.2 Brute Fact. The question makes sense
but no answer is possible, even in principle.
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There has been and is only one universe and its
laws seem fine-tuned to human existence simply
because this is the way it is; the universe and all
its workings stand as a “brute fact”21 of existence,
a terminus of a series of explanations that can
brook no further explanation.22 All things just
happen to be and “there is no hint of necessity
to reduce this arbitrariness” (Robert Nozick).23
1.3 Necessary/Only Way. There has been and
is only one universe and its laws seem fine-tuned
to human existence because, due to the deep
essence of these laws, they must take the form
that they do and the values of their constants must
be the only quantities they could have. It could
never be the case that these laws or values could
have any other form or quantity. Finding this
“deep essence” is the hope of Grand Unification
Theory or Theory of Everything (TOE); in technical terms, there would be no free parameters in
the mathematical equations; all would be determined, derived or deduced from fundamental
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principles.24 As for the existence of life and mind
in this only-way explanation, the laws of biology
must be embedded within the laws of physics
either inextricably or by happenstance. (And we
are fortunate, wildly fortunate, I guess).
1.4 Almost Necessary / Limited Ways.
Physical laws have only a small range in which
they can vary, such that the number of possible
universes is highly constrained. This means that
what would appear on the surface to be most
improbable, i.e., a universe that just happens to be
hospitable for life and mind, is in its deep structure most probable. (As with 1.3, of which this is a
variant, the presence of life and mind still cries out
for explanation.)
1.5 Temporal Selection. Even though physical
laws or the values of their constants may change,
regularly or arbitrarily, we have been living during
(or at the end of) an extended period of time during which these laws and values happen to have
been, for some reason or for no reason, within a
range consistent with the existence of stars and
planets and the emergence of life and mind. This
temporal selection can operate during periods of
time following one big bang in a single universe
or during vastly greater periods of time following
sequential big bangs in an oscillating single universe of endless expansions and contractions.
1.6 Self Explaining. The universe is self-creating and self-directing, and therefore self-explaining. In Paul Davies’ formulation, the emergence of
consciousness (human and perhaps other) somehow animates a kind of backward causation to

select from among the untold laws and countless
values that seem possible at the beginning of the
universe to actualize those that would prove consistent with the later evolution of life and mind. In
this teleological schema the universe and mind
eventually meld and become one, so that it could
be the case that the purpose of the universe is to
allow it to engineer its own self-awareness.25
Note: Quentin Smith theorizes that the “universe caused itself to begin to exist.” By this he
means that the universe is a succession of states,
each state caused by earlier states, and the Big
Bang singularity prevents there from being a first
instant. Thus in the earliest hour, there are infinitely
many zero-duration instantaneous states of the universe, each caused by earlier states, but with no
earliest state.26 This model, like other atheistic
mechanisms that obviate the need for a First Cause
or preclude the possibility that God exists, could
empower any of these One Universe Models.
Similarly, if information is somehow fundamental
to reality (as opposed to it being constructed by
the human mind to allow us to represent reality),
an idea defended by Seth Lloyd (“It from Bit”),
information per se would undergird or endow
these One Universe models (and, for that matter,
Multiverse Models as well).27 Independently,
should limitless domains of our possibly infinite
universe exist beyond our visible horizon,28 these
domains would still be included in One Universe
Models. We would have an inestimably larger universe to be sure but we would still have only one
universe to explain.

2. Multiple Universe (Multiverse) Models
There are innumerable universes (and/or, depending on one’s definition of “universe,” causally disconnected domains within one spatiotemporal setting), each bringing forth new universes ceaselessly,
boundlessly, in a multiverse.29 What’s more, there are perhaps immeasurable extra dimensions, with
all universes and dimensions possessing different sets of laws and values in capricious combinations,
yet all somehow coexisting in the never ending, unfurling fabric of the totality of reality. Our reality is
the only reality, but there is a whole lot more of it than ever imagined. This means that in the context
of this multi-universe, multi-dimensional amalgam, the meaningful fine tuning of our universe is a
mirage. The fine tuning itself is real, but it is not the product of purpose. Rather it is a statistical surety
that is predicted by force, since only in a universe in which observers exist could observers observe
(the Weak Anthropic Principle).30 Thus, the laws and values engendering sentient life in our universe
are not a “fortuitous coincidence” but rather a guaranteed certainty entirely explained by physical
principles and natural law.
2.1 Multiverse by Disconnected Regions
(Spatial). Generated by fundamental properties
of spacetime that induce mechanisms to spawn

multiple universes—for example, eternal chaotic
inflation (i.e., unceasing phase transitions and
bubble nucleations of spacetime) which causes
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spatial domains to erupt, squeeze off in some
way, expand (perhaps), and separate themselves
forever without possibility of causal contact (Alan
Guth,31 Andre Linde,32 Alex Vilenkin33).
2.2 Multiverse by Cycles (Temporal).
Generated by an endless sequence of cosmic
epochs, each of which begins with a “bang” and
ends with a “crunch.” In the Steinhardt-Turok
model, it involves cycles of slow accelerated
expansions followed by contractions that produce the homogeneity, flatness, and energy
needed to begin the next cycle (with each cycle
lasting perhaps a trillion years).34 Roger Penrose
postulates a “conformal cyclic cosmology,” where
an initial space-time singularity can be represented as a smooth past boundary to the conformal
geometry of space-time. With conformal invariance both in the remote future and at the BigBang origin, he argues, the two situations are
physically identical, so that the remote future of
one phase of the universe becomes the Big Bang
of the next. Though the suggestion is his own he
calls it “outrageous.”35
2.3 Multiverse by Sequential Selection
(Temporal). Generated by fertile black holes out of
which new universes are created continuously by
“bouncing” into new big bangs (instead of collapsing into stagnant singularities). Applying principles
of biological evolution to universal development,
and assuming that the constants of physics could
change in each new universe, Lee Smolin hypothesizes a cosmic natural selection that would favor
black holes in sequential (“offspring”) universes,
thus increasing over time the number of black
holes in sequential universes, because the more
black holes there are, the more universes they
generate.36 A multiverse generating system that
favors black holes might also favor galaxies and
stars (rather than amorphous hydrogen gas), but
jumping all the way to favor life and mind, however, is a leap of larger magnitude.
2.4 Multiverse by String Theory (with
Minuscule Extra Dimensions). String theory postulates a vast “landscape” of different “false
vacua,” with each such “ground state” harboring
different values of the constants of physics (such
that on occasion some are consistent with the
emergence of life). Structured with six, seven or
more extra dimensions of subatomic size, string
theory thus generates its own kind of multiple
universes (Leonard Susskind).37
2.5 Multiverse by Large Extra Dimensions.
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Generated by large, macroscopic extra dimensions which exist in reality (not just in mathematics), perhaps in infinite numbers, forms and
structures, yet which cannot be seen or apprehended (except perhaps by the “leakage” of
gravity).38 Multiple universes generated by extra
dimensions may also be cyclical.39
2.6 Multiverse by Quantum Branching or
Selection. Generated by the many-worlds interpretation of quantum theory as formulated by
Hugh Everett and John Wheeler in which the
world forks at every instant so that different and
parallel “histories” are forming continuously and
exponentially, with all of them existing in some
meta-reality.40 This means that whenever any
quantum object is in any quantum state a new
universe will form so that in this perpetual process
an incalculable number of parallel universes come
into existence, with each universe representing
each unique possible state of every possible
object. Stephen Hawking has conceptualized this
staggering cascade of “branching universes” as a
kind of retro-selection, in which current decisions
or observations in some sense select from among
immense numbers of possible universal histories,
that exist simultaneously and represent every state
of every object and which the universe has somehow already lived.41
2.7 Multiverse by Mathematics. Generated by
Max Tegmark’s hypothesis that every conceivable
mathematical form or structure corresponds to a
physical parallel universe which actually exists.42
2.8 Multiverse by All Possibilities. Generated
by the hypothesis that each and every logically
possible mode of existence is a real thing and
really exists, that possible worlds are as real as
the actual world, and that being merely possible
rather than actual just means existing somewhere
else (David Lewis’s “modal realism”;43 Robert
Nozick’s “principle of fecundity”44).
Note: For Paul Davies, “The multiverse does
not provide a complete account of existence,
because it still requires a lot of unexplained and
very ‘convenient’ physics to make it work.” There
has to be, he says, a “universe-generating mechanism” and “some sort of ingenious selection still
has to be made,” and that unless all possible
worlds really exist (2.7 and 2.8), ”a multiverse
which contains less than everything implies a rule
that separates what exists from what is possible
but does not exist,”—a rule that “remains unexplained.” And regarding all possible worlds really
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existing, Davies states, “A theory which can
explain anything at all really explains nothing.”45
According to Richard Swinburne, arguing for theism, the problem is not solved by invoking multiple universes: the issue that would remain, he
says, is why our multiple universe would have the
particular characteristic it does, that is, of producing at least one universe fine-tuned for life. And to
postulate a mechanism that produces every kind

of universe, he adds, would be to postulate a
mechanism of enormous complexity in order to
explain the existence of our universe, which
would go far beyond the simplest explanation of
the data of our universe as well as raise the question of why things are like that.46 According to
Quentin Smith, arguing for atheism, it cannot yet
be determined if a multiverse, which he calls
speculation not science, is even logically possible.47

3. Nonphysical Causes
This universe, however unfathomable, is fine-tuned to human existence because a nonphysical Cause
made it this way. The Cause may be a Person, Being, Mind, Force, Power, Entity, Unity, Presence,
Principle, Law, Proto-Law, Stuff or Feature. It is likely transcendent and surely irreducible; it exists
beyond the boundaries and constraints of physical law, matter, energy, space and time; and while it
is the Cause it does not itself have or need a Cause. There is blur and overlap among these explanations, yet each is sufficiently different in how it claims to generate ultimate reality, and sufficiently
opposed to the claims of its competitors, as to warrant distinction.
3.1 Theistic Person. A Supreme Being who in
Christian philosophy is portrayed as incorporeal,
omnipotent, omniscient, perfectly free, perfectly
good, necessarily existent and the creator of all
things, and who is also a “person” with personlike characteristics such as beliefs, intents and purposes; a “divine being” (as defined by Richard
Swinburne48), a theistic God (as defended by Alvin
Plantinga49) with a “nature.”50 In Judaic-Christian
tradition, the existence-as-essence Name offered to
Moses—“I am that I am.”51 In Islamic philosophy,
the concepts of Unity, the Absolute, BeyondBeing.52 In modern thought, God as underlying
fundamental reality, entailing the meaning of universe and life (George Ellis);53 God as working
through special divine action, interventionist or
noninterventionist (Robert John Russell).54 The
affirmative creative act of this theistic God may
bring the universe into being by a creation from
nothing (creatio ex nihilo),55 or may be a continuing creative sustenance of the universe (creatio
continua), or both.56 A theistic explanation of ultimate reality is logically compatible with both One
Universe and Multiverse Models.57
3.2 Ultimate Mind. A Supreme Consciousness
that hovers between a personal theistic God and
an impersonal deistic first cause; a nonpareil artist
who contemplates limitless possibilities; a quasi
Being with real thoughts who determines to actualize certain worlds (Keith Ward).58 Understanding
this kind of God does not begin with an all-powerful “person” but rather with an unfathomable

reservoir of potentialities as expressed in all possible universes, for which Ultimate Mind is the only
and necessary basis.
3.3. Deistic First Cause. An impersonal
Primal Force, Power or Law that set the universe
in motion but is neither aware of its existence
nor involved with its activity. The idea requires
initializing powers but rejects beliefs, intents and
purposes, active consciousness, self-awareness or
even passive awareness. There is no interaction
with creatures (humans).59
3.4 Pantheistic Substance. Pantheism equates
God with nature in that God is all and all is
God.60 The universe (all matter, energy, forces and
laws) is identical with a ubiquitous metaphysical
entity or stuff, which to Baruch Spinoza possessed
unlimited attributes and was the uncaused “substance” of all that exists. The pantheistic “God,”
nontheistic and impersonal, is the paragon of
immanence in that it is neither external to the
world nor transcendent of it. In diverse forms,
pantheism appears in Western philosophy
(Plotinus’s “One,” Hegel’s “Absolute”), process theology, and some Eastern religions (Taoism; later
Buddhism; Hinduism where Brahman is all of
existence).61 Pantheism finds a unity in everything
that exists and in this unity a sense of the divine.62
3.5 Spirit Realms. Planes, orbs, levels,
domains and dimensions of spirit existence as
the true, most basic form of reality. Described by
mystics, mediums, and occult practitioners, and
exemplified by mystic, polytheistic and animistic
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religions, these spirit realms are populated by the
presence of sundry spirit beings and laced with
complex spiritual rituals and schemas (some
good, some evil).63
3.6 Consciousness as Cause. Pure
Consciousness as the fundamental stuff of reality
out of which the physical world is generated or
expressed.64 It is the explanation claimed or typified by certain philosophical and quasi-theological systems, Eastern religions, mystic religions,
and cosmic consciousness devotees, and by
some who accept the actuality of paranormal
phenomena.65 For example, Buddhism and Rigpa
in Tibetan Buddhism66 (omniscience or enlightenment without limit).67 Even some physicists
ponder the pre-existence of mind.68
3.7 Being and Non-Being as Cause. Being and
Non-Being as ineffable dyadic states that have
such maximal inherent potency that either one
can somehow bring all things into existence. In
Taoism, the invisible Tao (Way) gives rise to the
universe; all is the product of Being, and Being is
the product of Not-being.69 In Hinduism, it is the
Brahman (unchanging, infinite, immanent, transcendent).70 The Ground of All Being; Great Chain
of Being; Great Nest of Spirit (Ken Wilbur).71
3.8 Abstract Objects / Platonic Forms as
Cause. Although philosophers deny that abstract
objects can have causal effects on concrete
objects (abstract objects are often defined as
causally inert), their potential, say as a collective,
to be an explanatory source of ultimate reality
cannot be logically excluded. (This assumes that
abstract objects, like mathematics, universals and
logic, manifest real existence on some plane of

existence not in spacetime.) Platonic Forms,
abstract entities that are perfect and immutable
and exist independently of the world of perceptions, are occasionally suspected of possessing
some kind of causal or quasi-casual powers.72
3.9 Principle or Feature of Sufficient Power.
An all-embracing cosmic principle beyond being
and existence, such as Plato’s “the Good” or John
Leslie’s “ethical requiredness”73 or Nicholas
Rescher’s “cosmic values,”74 or some defining
characteristic so central to ultimate reality and so
supremely profound that it has both creative
imperative and causative potency to bring about
being and existence. Derek Parfit says it might be
no conincidence if, of the countless cosmic possibilities or ways reality might be, one has a very
special feature, and is the possibility that obtains
(actually exists). “Reality might be this way,” he
says, “because this way had this feature.” He calls
this special feature the “Selector,” and two candidates he considers are “being law-governed and
having simple laws.”75
Note: Cyclical universes of Eastern religious
traditions can be consistent with all of these nonphysical ultimate reality generators,76 although
the Western Theistic Person (3.1) would normally
be excluded. To Derek Parfit, if we take the
apparent fine-turning of the universe to support,
not some multiverse or many-worlds hypothesis,
but some theistic hypothesis, this should invoke
a creator who may be omnipotent, and omniscient, but who isn’t wholly good, or indeed significantly good. What we can see of reality, he
says, counts very strongly against this
hypothesis.77

4. Illusions
This universe, everything we think we know, is not real. Facts are fiction; nothing is fundamental; all
is veneer, through and through.
4.1 Idealism. As argued by generations of
idealistic philosophers, all material things are
manifestations of consciousness or assemblies of
mind, so that while the physical world appears
to be composed of non-mental stuff, it is not.78
4.2 Simulation in Actual Reality. We exist
merely or marginally in someone’s or something’s simulation, in an artificial world that
actually exists in terms of having physical particles
and forces and galaxies and stars, but that entirety
is not what it seems because that entirety is
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derivative not original. Andre Linde analyzes
“baby universe formation” and then asks, “Does
this mean that our universe was created not by
a divine design but by a physicist hacker?”79
Paul Davies speaks of “fake universes,” and of
those beings who created them as “false gods;”
and he ponders that if multiple universes really
exist, the great majority of them may be fakes
because some of them (there are so many)
would have spawned, at some time or another,
unthinkably superior beings who would have
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had the capacity to create these fake universes—and once they could have done so they
would have done so, creating immensely many
fake universes and thereby swamping the real
ones.80
4.3 Simulation in Virtual Reality. We exist
merely or marginally in someone’s or something’s
simulation, in an artificial sensory construction
that is an imitation of what reality might be but is

not; for example, a Matrix-like world in which all
perceptions are fed directly into the human nervous system (“brains in vats”) or into our disembodied consciousness. Alternatively, we exist as
processes generated by pure software running
inside cosmic quantum supercomputers.81
4.4 Solipsism. The universe is wholly the
creation of one’s own mind and thereby exists
entirely in and for that mind.82

A Work in Process

tions: even if we eventually obtain the explanation of this universe we may still have made no
progress on why there is something rather than
nothing.84
Cosmological visions are overwhelming, but I
am oddly preoccupied with something else. How
is it that we humans have such farsighted understanding after only a few thousand years of historical consciousness, only a few hundred years
of effective science, and only a few decades of
cosmological observations? Maybe it’s still too
early in the game. Maybe answers have been
with us all along. This is a work in process and
diverse contributions are needed.85 ▼

If it seems improbable that human thought can
make distinguishing progress among these categories and explanations, consider the formulating
progress already made. Two centuries ago the
available options were largely Nonphysical Causes
(Category 3) structured simplistically. A century
ago scientists assumed that our own galaxy, the
Milky Way, was the entire universe. Today we
grasp the monumental immensity of the cosmos.
How to explore “Why Not Nothing?” A taxonomy of possible explanations for “Why This
Universe?” may suggest new seas to sail, if only
by loosening our mental moorings from the one
or two cultural conditioned explanations that are
generally and uncritically accepted.83 Nonetheless
there remains a great gulf between the two quesEndnotes and References
1. Quentin Smith would reformulate my
awestruck “Why not Nothing?….” so as
to satisfy an analytical philosopher. He
points out (in a personal communication)
that it is a logical fallacy to talk about
“nothing,” to treat “nothing” as if it were
“something” (with properties). To say
“there might have been nothing” implies
“it is possible that there is nothing”.
“There is” means “something is.” So
“there is nothing” means “something is
nothing,” which is a logical contradiction.
His suggestion is to remove “nothing”
and replace it by “not something” or
“not anything”, since one can talk about
what we mean by “nothing” by referring
to something or anything of which there
are no instances (i.e., the concept of
“something” has the property of not
being instantiated). The common sense
way to talk about Nothing is to talk about
something and negate it, to deny that
there is something. Smith would rewrite
my lines about like this: “There is something. But why? There might not ever
have been anything at all. Why are there
existents rather than no existents? As
for Nothing being “easier,” Smith says
that the word connotes that it would
have been easier for “God,” and God he
does not like at all. So my passage

The author thanks Paul Davies, John Leslie, Derek Parfit, Robert
John Russell, Michael Shermer, Quentin Smith, Richard
Swinburne, and Keith Ward for their comments and suggestions.

becomes, “Wouldn’t it have been easier
if there were not even one thing, in the
sense that there is no causal activity,
whereas things require causes to bring
them into existence? Wouldn’t it have
been simpler in the sense that there are
zero things if there are no things, and
that as a number zero is simpler than
one, two, three or any other number?
Wouldn’t it have been more logical in the
sense that the laws of logic do not imply
there are things and if there are things,
that fact is inexplicable in terms of the
laws of logic?” (For euphony, as well as
simplicity, I will continue to use
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work), innumerable-but-finite numbers of

universes, and many-but-not-innumerable
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given world is non-empty (not Nothing) is
maximally probable (i.e., the probability
of Nothing is zero). van Inwagen, Peter.
1996. “Why Is There Anything at All?”
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society,
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outside the ‘Reality’…[like] a ‘pre-cosmic
selection machine’, not a part of Reality”
(for Leibniz this was God)….or “something that determines that there being
nothing is the ‘default setting’ on the
control-board of Reality.” “But there could
be no such thing,” van Inwagen argues,
“for nothing is outside Reality,” and he
concludes, tentatively, that “the simplicity
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of the empty world provides us with no reason to
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New York: Dover Publications, p. 48).
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Levels of Nothing
There Are Multiple Answers to the Question
of Why the Universe Exists
BY ROBERT LAWRENCE KUHN

Nothing, of late, is something of a scandal.
Physicists and philosophers debate the efficacy of
quantum physics, and the value of philosophical
analysis, to explain why there is Something rather
than Nothing.1 In the Vol. 13 No. 2 (2007) issue of
Skeptic, I confronted my life-long obsession with
Nothing. Entitled “Why This Universe: Toward a
Taxonomy of Ultimate Explanations,” the article described my existential angst and offered some 27
possible “ultimate explanations.” I suggested that
while “Why Not Nothing?” may seem impenetrable,
“Why This Universe?”, energized by remarkable advances in cosmology, may be accessible. While they
are not at all the same question, perhaps if we can
begin to decipher the latter, we can begin to decrypt the former.
After the article was published, Skeptic editor
Michael Shermer encouraged me to expand the article into a book. I approached the philosopher John
Leslie, who for decades had focused on Something/
Nothing and whom I had come to know through
our discussions on Closer To Truth, the PBS television series that I created and host, and we set about
to co-edit a book of readings and commentaries on
the ultimate question.
The Mystery of Existence: Why is there Anything At
All? (Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), long in gestation, presents the ideas of contemporary thinkers as well as
some others throughout intellectual history, grouped
under five possible “solutions” to the “Why-is-thereSomething-rather-than-Nothing?” puzzle: (1) a blank
is absurd; (2) no explanation needed; (3) chance; (4)
value/perfection as ultimate; and (5) mind/consciousness as ultimate.
In this article I shall explore the essence of Nothing, or what I call “Levels of Nothing,” especially in
light of recent debates and public interest.2 Why “Levels” of Nothing? That’s where the confusion lies.
What is it About Nothing?
Lump together everything that exists and might
exist—physical, mental, platonic, spiritual, God,
other nonphysicals. As for the physical, include all
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matter, energy, space and time, and all the laws and
principles that govern them (known and unknown); as for the mental, imagine all kinds of consciousness and awareness (known and unknown);
as for the platonic, gather all forms of abstract objects (numbers, logic, forms, propositions, possibilities—known and unknown); as for the spiritual and
God, embrace anything that could possibly fit these
nonphysical categories (if anything does); and as
for “other nonphysicals,” well, I just want to be sure
not to leave anything unclassified. Lump together
literally everything contained in ultimate reality.
Now call it all by the simple name “Something.”
Why is there “Something” rather than “Nothing”?
Why Not Nothing? What guides me here is gut
feeling, not clever reasoning, which is why no argument has ever dissuaded me from continuing to
think, following Leibniz,3 that Nothing, no world,
would be simpler and easier than any world, that
Nothing would have been the least arbitrary and
“most natural” state of affairs.
As I have continued to think about Nothing, I
have continued to think that Nothing “should,” in
some sense, have obtained, and the only reason I
accept the fact that Nothing does not obtain is not
because of any of the arguments against Nothing,4
but because of the raw existence of Something—because in my private consciousness I am forced to
recognize that real existents compose Something.
In other words, an a priori weighing of Nothing v.
Something (from a timeless, explanatorily earlier
perspective) would, for me, tip the balance heavily
to Nothing, but for the fact of the matter.
Thus, since I have no choice but to recognize
that there is Something, I have no choice but to conclude that there is foundational force, selector, productive principle or type of necessity—some deep
reason—that brings about the absence of Nothing. I
cannot rid myself of the conviction that Nothing
would have obtained had not something special
somehow superseded or counteracted it. Yes, I
know that seems circular—and many well-regarded
philosophers say, “So there’s a world not a blank;

what’s in any way surprising about that?” But I just
can’t help feeling that they are passing right over
the problem most probative of ultimate reality.
Levels of Nothing
Defining “Nothing” may seem simple—no thing,
not a thing. But what’s a “thing”? I invoke the term
“thing” in the most general possible way, and therefore, given some possible notions of Nothing, it is
no contradiction to find “things” that compose
these different kinds or levels of Nothing. Teasing
apart these constituent things, as if scaffolds or
sinews of Nothings, may help enrich understanding
of the nature of Nothing, yielding a taxonomy that
arrays opposing kinds of Nothing that could be conceived and might have existed.
This taxonomy is structured as a deconstruction or as a dissection, as it were, a reverse layering,
a peeling, a progressive reduction of the content of
each Nothing in a hierarchy of Nothings. As such,
this taxonomy takes its heritage from the so-called
Subtraction Argument, which seeks to show that
the absence of all concrete objects would be metaphysically possible. (Stated simply, the Subtraction
Argument works by imagining a sequence of possible worlds each containing one less concrete object
than the world before, so that in the very last world
even the very last object has vanished. It is no surprise that complexities emerge.5)
Developing this way of thinking, there might
be nine levels of Nothing, with a general progression from Nothing most simplistic (Nothing One)
to Nothing most absolute (Nothing Nine). There
are criticisms of each of these Nothings. My point
here is not so much to argue the legitimacy of any
one kind of Nothing but rather to construct an exhaustive taxonomy of all potential or competing
Nothings, and perhaps a taxonomy in which those
Nothings are mutually exclusive. Following are
nine levels of Nothings.
1. Nothing as existing space and time that just happens to be totally empty of all visible objects
(particles and energy are permitted)—an utterly simplistic, pre-scientific view.
2. Nothing as existing space and time that just happens to be totally empty of all matter (no particles, but energy is permitted—flouting the law
of mass-energy equivalence).
3. Nothing as existing space and time that just happens to be totally empty of all matter and energy.6
4. Nothing as existing space and time that is by necessity—irremediably and permanently in all

directions, temporal as well as spatial—totally
empty of all matter and energy.
5. Nothing of the kind found in some theoretical
formulations by physicists, where, although
space-time (unified) as well as mass-energy
(unified) do not exist, pre-existing laws, particularly laws of quantum mechanics, do exist.
And it is these laws that make it the case that
universes can and do, from time to time, pop
into existence from “Nothing,” creating spacetime as well as mass-energy. (It is standard
physics to assume that empty space must
seethe with virtual particles, reflecting the uncertainty principle of quantum physics, where
particle-antiparticle pairs come into being and
then, almost always, in a fleetingly brief moment, annihilate each other.)
6. Nothing where not only is there no space-time
and no mass-energy, but also there are no preexisting laws of physics that could generate
space-time or mass-energy (universes).
7. Nothing where not only is there no space-time, no
mass-energy, and no pre-existing laws of
physics, but also there are no non-physical
things or kinds that are concrete (rather than
abstract)—no God, no gods, and no consciousness (cosmic or otherwise). This means that
there are no physical or non-physical beings or
existents of any kind—nothing, whether natural
or supernatural, that is concrete (rather than
abstract).
8. Nothing where not only is there none of the
above (so that, as in Nothing 7, there are no
concrete existing things, physical or non-physical), but also there are no abstract objects of
any kind—no numbers, no sets, no logic, no
general propositions, no universals, no Platonic forms (e.g., no value).
9. Nothing where not only is there none of the
above (so that, as in Nothing 8, there are no
abstract objects), but also there are no possibilities of any kind (recognizing that possibilities
and abstract objects overlap, though allowing
that they can be distinguished).
Nothings 1 through 7 progressively remove or
eliminate existing things, so that a reasonable stopping point—a point at which we might well be
thought to have reached (what I hesitatingly call)
“Real Nothing”, the metaphysical limit—would be
Nothing Seven, which features no concrete existing
things (no physical or non-physical concrete existents) of any kind.
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Nothings 8 and 9 go further, eliminating nonconcrete objects, things, existents and realities. Do
they go too far? Many philosophers assert that neither Nothing 8 nor Nothing 9 is metaphysically possible, arguing that the claimed absence of abstract
objects and/or possibilities would constitute a logical
contradiction and hence abstract objects and/or possibilities exist necessarily. This could be important
because, as John Leslie points out, among the realities which aren’t concrete things, or which do not depend on the existence of concrete things, and thus
cannot be eliminated, there may be some realities
that are plausible candidates for explaining the world
of concrete things.7 In this way of thinking, the crucial distinction is between realities that seemingly
can be eliminated and realities that seemingly cannot
be eliminated, rather than any particular way of distinguishing between levels of nothingness or particular ways of defining nothingness.
Note that among all these levels of Nothing, one
of the “lesser Nothings”—that is, a kind of Nothing
with more “things” in it—is the Nothing of physicists.
What physicists contemplate—the sudden emergence or “tunneling” of universes from “Nothing”—is
fascinating and indeed may be cosmogenic, but the
tunneling process or capacity is not Nothing.8 The
Nothing of physicists is thick with the complete set of
the laws of physics, and so between physicists’ Nothing and Real Nothing lies a vast, unbridgeable gulf.
On this taxonomic scale, physicists’ Nothing is Nothing Level 5, barely half way to utterly Nothing. If
physicists’ Nothing were in reality Real Nothing (i.e.,
ultimate reality), the laws of quantum physics (or
whatever might turn out to be the most fundamental
physical laws underlying quantum physics) would
have to be either impossible to remove (meaning that
eliminating them would involve logical contradiction) or a brute fact about existence beyond which explanation would be meaningless. I doubt I could ever
get over the odd idea that something so intricate, so
involved, so organized and so accessible as the laws of
physics would be the ultimate brute fact.
As a separate consideration, some philosophers
of religion argue that God is a “necessity”—meaning
that it would be impossible for God not to exist—
thus precluding Nothing 7 (which has no non-physical concrete things such as God but still has abstract
objects) and crowning Nothing 6 (which has no
space-time, no mass-energy, no laws of physics but
still has God and other nonphysical things) as the
metaphysical limit of what is to be explained.9 I find
the move challenging. Moreover, based on the levels
of Nothing in this taxonomy, it would seem less of a
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leap to imagine a world without God (Nothing 7)
than to imagine a world without abstract objects
(Nothing 8). For the traditional God, that won’t do.10
Why Not Nothing?
Cosmic visions are overwhelming, but I am sometimes preoccupied with another conundrum. How
is it that we humans have such farsighted understanding after only a few thousand years of historical consciousness, only a few hundred years of
effective science, and only a few decades of cosmological observations? Maybe it’s still too early in the
game. Maybe answers have been with us all along.
This is a work in process and diverse contributions
are needed.
Setting aside my taxonomy and consulting my
gut, I come to only two kinds of answers. The first
is that there can be no answer: Existence is a brute
fact without explanation. The second is that at the
primordial beginning, explanatorily and timelessly
prior to time, some thing was self-existing. The
essence of this something necessitated its existence
such that non-existence to it would be as inherently
impossible as physical immortality to us is factually
impossible.
Various things or substances could conceivably
contain this deeply centered self-existing essence,
from the most fundamental meta-laws of physics to
diverse kinds of consciousness, one of which could
be God or something like god. Perhaps even these
explanations are so mundane and bedrock is so
bizarre that abstract objects or pure possibilities
somehow harbor generative powers.
Why is there Something rather than Nothing?
Why Not Nothing? If you don’t get dizzy, you really
don’t get it.
The author thanks John Leslie, his co-editor of The Mystery
of Existence: Why is there Anything At All?, for his comments and suggestions.
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God whose sovereignty must be absolute is complex and requires metaphysical analysis. Consider two of the
more general ways to defend God’s
sovereignty (aseity): 1) Deny that abstract objects are real, in that numbers, universals, propositions and the
like are mere human-invented names
with no correspondence in reality
(nominalism); and/or 2) claim that abstract objects are thoughts in the
mind of God. Van Inwagen rejects both
ways; he must therefore defend the
position that there are besides God
other uncreated beings and thus
prefers to restrict God’s creation of
“all things visible and invisible” to
“objects that can enter into causal relations” (which excludes abstract objects). Van Inwagen, Peter. 2009.
“God and Other Uncreated Things,” in
Metaphysics and God, ed. Kevin
Timpe. London: Routledge. On the
other hand, William Lane Craig rejects
the view that “there might be things,
such as properties and numbers,
which are causally unrelated to God
as their Creator.” Craig says that “Abstract objects have at most an insubstantial existence in the mind of the
Logos,” adding, “If a Christian theist
is to be a platonist, then, he must, it
seems, embrace absolute creationism, the view that God has created all
the abstract objects there are.” However, Craig himself resolves the conundrum by espousing nominalism, by
judging platonism to be false—so that
those pesky abstract objects no
longer exist and thus no longer undermine God’s sovereignty. Craig, William
Lane. 2011. “Van Inwagen On Uncreated Beings.” Richard Swinburne argues that abstract objects, which
seem to contradict his concept of
God, are fictions; the only things that
are true or false are human sentences
(Closer To Truth). Also, Davidson,
Matthew. 2009. “God and Other Necessary Beings,” Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.
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